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Liste des exposants exhibitors’ list

D Xiao Baer, Wang Xi, Liu Yuxuan, East China Normal University (ECNU)
P Paper in Shanghai

D Hu BinQing, Zhu Dan, Nan Jie, TanJia Ying, ECNU
P Shangai Channel
P Hanger

D Peng Dingchang, Xu Yong, ECNU
P Chairman
P Monitor

D Gong Guan, ECNU
P Removal

D Zhang HuiZhu, ECNU
P Pull & Roll

D Tang Jiajia, ECNU
P The ruin of Shanghai

D Dai Keyi, ECNU
P Tap dresses

D Chen Lili, ECNU
P 1000 FLAGS

D Qian Ning, ECNU
P Fly
D Wang Qi, ECNU
P Shanghai stop

D Jiang ShiJie, ECNU
P Fading away

D Lin ShiYi, ECNU
P Downtown

D You Song, ECNU
P Happiness on the journey

D Gu TingTing, ECNU
P Twins city
P A woman
P Shanghai night

D Chen XiaoShan, ECNU
P Shiki image

D Wang YaXin, ECNU
P Balance

D Hu YiFan, ECNU
P Sport chair

D Zang Ying, ECNU
P My father

D Zhong Yuanjie, ECNU
P Popcorn

D Xia YunFei, ECNU
P Meat Seat